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UCF surf club members
clean up Cocoa Beach
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Friend says suspect
is female victim's ex
JENNY ANDREASSON
News Editor
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COLLEGE NERDS
AUCTION THEIR

SKILLS

Acomputer dub atWashington State
University will be holding a"nerd auction."

•

The members hope to trade their
computer skillsfor a makeover or a date
with asorority girl."You can buy a nerd,
and he'll fix yi>ur computer, help you with
your stats homework or ifyotfre real~
adventurou5, take you to dinner," Ben Rlrd,
president ofthe dub, said on its Web site.
COREY MAYNARD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Will Lusk, center, a candidate for the College of Science seat six, speaks with students outside of the Student Union. Lusk is a candidate connected with the Knight Ticket group.

Senators combine efforts on tickets
ROBYN SIDERSKY
StaffWriter

•
AROUND CAMPUS,A2

UCF CAREER SERVICES
FALL 2007 CAREER
EXPO BEGINS TODAY
UCF Career Services is holding the Fall
2007 Career Expo today from 1Oa.m.
to 3 p.m. in the New UCF Arena. The
expo provides students with a chance
to meet employers recruiting students
for possible career opportunities.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

FOUR BOATERS REMAIN
MISSING, AUTHORITIES
QUESTION SURVIVORS
Federal authorities were questioning
an Arkansas robbery suspect and a
second man Tuesday after their rescue
in the Florida Straits near Cuba. Four
crew members who had been aboard
a boat with the pair remained
missing. The fugitive was identified.

Voting for the Student
Government Association
Senate will end today at 5
p.m., and On Thursday the
39th session will meet for
the last time.
Elections started Monday at 9 a.m. with several
candidates
scattered
around campus campaigning and ~ncouraging students to vote.

This year, two major
tickets have formed to compete for seats in the legislative branch of SGA: The
Knight Ticket and The New
SGA
However, not every student running for a Senate
seat is affiliated with a ticket.
"We've been pretty
busy," said Alex Mancero,
who is running College of
Sciences seat nine with
Knight Ticket. "It's good to

KNIGHT TICKET PLATFORM
Advocate Greek Housing, funding for Greek events and recruitment.
Increase awareness and support for athletic and club events.
Schedule bi-weekly meetings with all SGA branches.
Strengthen relations between UCF Police, student and Greek housing and the student body.
Educate registered student organizations on how to receive funding from SGA.
Provide updates on the Senate via the SGA Web site.
Strengthen communication between SGA and administration.

NEW SGA PLATFORM
Address large class sizes, limited parking, high textbook prices and tuition increases.
Send representatives to club meetings to meet constituent needs.
Preserve the Bright Futures scholarship by lobbying the state Legislature.
Promote CLEP testing to ease class congestion.
lnqease communication between UCF Police and students.
Promote environmental sustainability with more recycling and using bio-diesel fuel.
Expand student involvement with Senate voting.

TO VOTE: Log onto my.ucf.edu.

Polls close today at 5 p.m.
MORE INFO: See Friday's issue of the
Future for election results.

be out here and talk about
our platform."
The tickets comprise
students with similar goals
and objectives. The Knight
Ticket platform differs
from the New SGA in its
calls to improve relationships and conditions in the
Greek community, while
New SGA emphasizes the
need for more environmental sustainability on campus
and preserving the Bright
Futures scholarship.
Anthony Furbush, the
current speaker of the Senate, is sitting out this election, but he is acting as
campaign manager for
Knight Ticket.
Furbush said Knight
Ticket spent about $1,500
on T-shirts and fliers to get
the word out about the
group's platform.
"It's a lot of effort, but in
the end, I know it's worth
it," said Stephen Mortellaro,

a candidate for COS seat
one on the New SGA ticket.
Junior broadcast major
Laura Greene and senior
political science major
Samantha Sanders were
campaigning in front of the
Nicholson School of Communication Building.
Greene campaigned for
her boyfriend and Sanders,
vice president of the College Democrats, campaigned for John Martino
who is running for COS seat
six.
"This is how we make
changes to the school,"
Greene said. "It's the most
effective way."
Sanders said she was
never really active in SGA
before, but she hopes that
with these elections, SGA
will change.
She emphasized the
importance of voting, and
said that people shouldn't
complain about the state of
the uniyersity if they don't .
vote.
Alex de Lara, an independent candidate for COS
seat two, said that there are
more people voting on
campus than in the past.
"We're stressing the
PLEASE SEE
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NATION & WORLD, A4

CURFEWS IMPOSED,
ASSEMBLIES BANNED
IN MYANMAR CITIES
The military go~emment banned
assemblies and imposed curfews in
Myanmar's two largest cities on
Tuesday, after thousands of Buddhist
monks and sympathizers defied orders
to stay out of politics.
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Shaky degree programs at risk to be cut
DONALD THOMANN
Staff Writer

Some degree programs at
UCF are in danger of being
eliminated, administrators
reported at the Board of
Trustees meeting Thursday.
President John Hitt laid
out a clear-cut, five-point
guideline regarding how to
gauge the programs that will
be put wider scrutiny. Some
of the determining factors
will include cost and community demand for a program.
"One of the main things
we want to determine," Hitt
said, "is if we get rid of a program, can UCF be UCF without it?''

Enrollment into the economics Ph.D. program was
under par in 2006-2007.
Administrators reported that
faculty are leaving the program faster than they are able
to keep up with.
This poses a serious problem for officials in light of the
recent budget problems that
resulted in a uniyersity-wide
hiring freeze.
The business administration bachelor of arts degree
program has also fallen dangerously short of enrollment
projections for this semester.
Pre-semester projections
anticipated 690 students to
be enrolled by the end of the
last school year, yet only 235

students were enrolled as of

fall
The Board is showing a
.critiGal eye to all new programs in order to determine
where and how to make possible cuts if necessary.
Further actions must be
postponed, though, rmtil the
true extent of the budget cuts
can be ascertained by the
Florida Legislative Budget
Commission, which meets on
Wednesday.
If major cuts are necessary, administrators fear they
may have to limit or completely eliminate certain programs.
''We have 4 percent budget cuts across the board so

far,'' said Terry Hickey,
provost and executive vice
president. ''We have to look at
specific areas where we
might cut, including the elimination of possible programs
if cuts go too deep.
"The reality is that in
times that we are faced with,
budget cuts exceeding what
we have seen already, we
have to rmderstand the level
of producti'vity our programs
are doing,'' Hickey said.
But not all programs are
coming up short.
The nonprofit management graduate program, in
particular, received praise for
PLEASE SEE
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A UCF student died Monday
night in a double
homicide
in
Oviedo.
Michael
Ruschhl<, 22, was
a pending management information systems
major at UCF.
Ruschak
Oviedo
say
Police
Ruschak
and
Tiffany Barwick
were shot and
killed in a home
on Shady Oak
Lane late Monday night.
Barwick
Andrew
Allred, 21, was arrested later in
front of his home and charged
with homicide in connection
with the deaths.
Another man was shot and
wormded, but his name had not
been released Tuesday.
Allred was booked at the
PLEASE SEE
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Two women stand at the Jena County line
holding signs that read ''We are not racist."

Jena Six
ignites
talks on
campus
SHAHDAI RICHARDSON
Contributing Writer

The arrest and trial of six
black students in connection
with the beating of a white student in Jena, La., has sparked
talks of racism and injustice
around campus and the nation.
The black students, dubbed
the "Jena Six," are at the center
of a controversy concerning
their arrests. Some claim that
the students were unfairly·targeted and prosecuted and that
the high school where the attack
took place has been a scene of
racial tension for black students.
A group of 51 UCF students
attended a rally Thursday in
Jena to rally in support of the
Jena Six.
Trip coordinator Leah Gipson approached Student Body
President Brandie Hollinger
two weeks before the rally.
Hollinger allocated $1,000 PLEASE SEE
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A2
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Fall 2007 Career Expo begins
UCF Career Services is
holding the Fall 2007 Career
Expo today from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. in the new UCF Arena
The expo provides students
with a chance to meet employers recruiting student for possible career opportunities. For
more information contact
careers@maif.ucf.edu.
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Contributing Writer

Editor in Chief

With the sound of waves crashing
in the background, members of the
UCF surf club sifted through the sand
of Cocoa Beach, gathering discarded
cups, cigarette butts and sandwich
wrappers.
The club moved carefully Saturday, collecting trash in plastic bags
that were nearly half full. Cocoa officials have promised to put garbage
cans at the end of the boardwalks so
people on the beach will have a place
to toss their trash.
Heather Lewis, Ron Jon Surf
Shop's director of marketing, said
Cocoa has also recently added bins
for cigarette butts, but surf club memPHOTOS BY VANESSA EZETA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
bers chose to get a head start on the
On Saturday morning, members of the UCF surf club heade~ out to Cocoa Beach, not to surf, but to cleanup the
city by pitching in to clean the beach beach that is so important to them. The surf club is open to all students. Meetings are Tuesdays at 9 p.m. in Business
that is so important to their activities. Administration, Room 119. The surf team, which is sponsored by Ron Jon Surf Shop, has a limited number of spots.
About 15 club members and a few
other volunteers from the community, including Ron Jon employees, al team each year.
sors that allow them to focus on surfarrived at 9 a.m. and worked until
Although the phrases are used ing and team bUi.l.ding instead of worabout 10 a.m. Each member was given interchangeably, the UCF surf "club" rying about money. ,
his or her own pair of gloves and a and the "team" are distinct. The club
Team members said they felt the
trash bag.
is not competitive; it is a gathering of surf team does not receive enough
Four times a year, roughly every people with the same interest. The credit, even though the team has been
three months, the surf cltib, Ron Jon team is much more competitive and so successful at competitions.
employees and Cocoa Beach commu- travels the country to compete
Laurent Domaingue, an industrial
nity members get together to. main- against various schools throughout engineering major, moved to Florida
tain the cleanliness of their beloved the year.
from Mauritius, Africa, a small island
beach.
But the team is made up of people outside of Madagascar.
"Since it's so crowded," Lewis said, from the club.
"I looked at Georgia Tech and a
"the beach generates trash, and we
The team has placed at least sec- bunch of other schools like that, but
are just trying to make an effort so ond at regionals the past three years, this was the only place with a Web
when people visit, it's a nice place to competing against teams
from site for their surf team,'' Domaingue
go."
schools such as the University of said. Domaingue said his choice for
Lewis was not the only one who Florida and Florida State University. choosing a college was very easy confelt this way. Surf club members were They have gone to nationals in Cali- sidering UCF's esteemed engineering
also excited to participate and help fornia every year for the past 10 years. program and amazing surf team.
keep their beach clean.
Ron Jon Surf Shop sponsors all the
Even though the team has a limit"I'm glad we do stuff like this," said entry fees for the team's competitions ed number of spaces, the club is open
Hailey Winslow, a senior broadcast and takes care of all travel expenses to all students. Meetings are held
journalism major and newly elected for nationals, which include airfare, almost every Tuesday at 9 p.m. in
surf team altemai:e. "I feel like I never car rental and hotel costs.
Business Administration, Room 119.
help the environment anymore, and I
"We also hold concerts at places The club Web site, www.surfucf.com,
like doing something helpful."
like the Liquid Cellar to promote maintains an updated schedule.
After the cleaning ended, mem- local bands and help pay some of the
Rhoten said that interested stubers sat down to discuss their upcom- expenses so our sponsors don't have dents, even ones with little-to-no
ing schedule of events.
to," surf team captain Todd Rhoten, a surfing experience, are encouraged to
The past two weekends, tryouts
civil
engineering join the club. The team holds random
major, said.
have been held to determine
clinics to teach inexperienced surfers
which members will lead the
Members
said the ins and outs of the sport.
surf team to nationals. Six
they were thankful
·~yone is allowed to come to our
women and 18
to have meetings," Winslow said. "Just show
men are
graup at 9 on Tuesgiven
cious
day nights."
spots op
sponthe actu-
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Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Four boaters remain missing,
authorities question survivors

•
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KARI WILBERG

The next Faculty Senate
meeting will take place Thursday in the Key West Room of
the Student Union. The meeting will run from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Anyone from the UCF community is welcome to attend.
For more information contactfsentate@mail.ucf.edu.

•

The Central Florida Future is the independent studentwrilten newspaper at the University of Central Florida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the Individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the edltorial stiff
or the University administration. All content is property of
theCentralFlorida Future and may not be reprinted in part
or in whole without pennission from the publisher.

Surf club gathers to
clean their home turf

Faculty Senate meeting Thursday
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The Taste of UCF Cook-Off
will take place today. The cookoff will be held from noon to 1
p.m. in the Pegasus Ballroom of
the Student Union.
The event, which will be
held for its second year, will feature cooking from 25 different
faculty, students, staff and
alumni. A cookbook of the featured dishes will be available
for purchase as well. For more
information
contact
trogers@mail.uc£edu.
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The Student Newspaper at UCFsince 1968

UCF cook-off begins today at noon

MIAMI - Federal authorities were questioning an
Arkansas robbery suspect and
a second man Tuesday after
their rescue in the Florida
Straits near Cuba.
Four crew members who
had been aboard a boat with
the pair remained missing.
The fugitive was identified
by the FBI as Kirby Logan
Archer, 35, of Strawberry, Ark,
and the second man as
Guillermo Zarabozo, 19, of
Hialeah. They were brought
back to land and FBI spokeswoman Judy Orihuela said
they were being questioned
about what happened on the
boat.
Archer and Zarabozo were
found in good condition Monday morning floating on a life
raft. The two paid a crew of a
Miami Beach charter boat
$4,000 to drop them off in
Bimini, Bahamas, where they
said girls were waiting for
them, authorities said.
They were headed toward
Bimini, then half way through
the trip turned south. "That
leads us to believe that something happened at that time,"
Judge said.
The Joe Cool charter boat, a
47-foot sport fishing yacht,
was found Sunday afternoon
adrift near the Cay Sal Bank
with no one on board.
A search continued Tuesday from just north of Cuba to
the Bahamas and South Florida for the ' captain, Jake
Branam, 27.; his wife Kelley
Branam; his half brother, Scott
Campbell, 30; and Samuel
Kairy, 27, all of Miami Beach.
Archer is accused of stealing $92,620 in cash from a WalMart in Batesville, Ark, where
he had worked as an assistant
manager.
The cash was found missing shortly after Archer left
work on Jan. 26, according to a
police wanted poster.
Independence
County,
Ark., Sheriff Keith Bowers said
the assistant manager was
brazen in getting the money
out of the store, putting it in an
empty microwave box. '
"He put the money in the
box and went to the front acting like he was paying for a
microwave and even used his
employee discount,'' Bowers
said.
Jeff Branam, Jake Branam's
uncle, told The Miami Herald
the boat crew may have been
forced overboard or worse.
"Now, the best-case scenario is if they gave my
· nephew and the others
onboard life jackets and told
them to swim for it,'' he said.
Jake and Kelley Branam
have two young children.
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LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
. from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.
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TODAY IN DETAIL

Thursday

Today: Party cloudy with a 40 percent chance of rain. East northeast
wind between 5 and 10 mph.
Tonight: Party cloudy with a 30 percent of rain. East wind between 5 and
lOmph.
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NATALIE COSTA
Contributing Writer

Many students may recognize WUCF mainly for its
jazz motif, but the station has
more to offer.
Right now, WUCF is calling for students to submit
their ideas for their own
radio show.
"If you are a student and
have an idea for a show,
whether it has to do with
entertainment or sports or
whatever, we want to hear
it," said WUCF Director of
Student Broadcast Kyle Cassandra.
Students should e-mail
Cassandra their radio show
ideas to this address:
wucf-hd2@mail.ucf.edu.
"We are looking to promote student programs, as
well as student news," Cassandra said.
WUCF is a multicast station with two high-definition channels being substations of WUCF 89.9 FM.
WUCF-HDl is a jazz music
format, while WUCF-HD2,
launched in June, is a news
and talk format.
This semester, the station
launched a special program
in anticipation of the inaugural game at UCF's new stadium, known as The Pregame
Show.
"It covers football and
everything that has to do
with UCF," Cassandra said.
They hope to cover volleyball, as well.
Cassandra also said that
starting in November, wPCFHD2 will be airing live
women's basketball coverage.
'~ything that's not covered by 740 [AM], we can
cover," Cassandra said. "Such
as softball, women's basketball and baseball games that
aren't selected by 740."
WUCF also produces
special programs, such as
live on-air concerts featuring
blues, reggae, Irish and blue-

g

u

and a brand new all digital
facility located within the
station. This novel digital
facility was constructed by
Bruce Doerle.
"Bruce Doerle is our engiWUCF broadcasts a 24-hour schedule of jazz and blues music, along with news and talk,
neer-savant;
we have basifrom studios in the Communication Building.The station is adding sports coverage to its
cally enslaved him instead of
lineup this se~ester, and is also looking for ideas for a new student-hosted show.
spending hundreds of thou"My dream is to have an sands of dollars on a new
grass music.
Since 1978, WUCF has FM student station instead facility," Whitehouse said.
The station has been
been committed "to .provid- of using space for jazz and
ing
programming
that stale news," Newman said. high-definition since 2005
enriches, educates and Newman said he would like and is one of the first in
entertains." However, with a "more of a mix of what col- Orlando that has the ability
to broadcast multiple chan10 percent budget cut, lege students listen to."
If WUCF returned to a nels simultaneously.
employees are left to main"They are like a folder on
tain productivity with fewer student operation - which
dates back to when the your desktop," Whitehouse
funds .
Marketing Director Jan school was known as Florida said to describe the stations,
saying that 89.9 serves as the
Whitehouse said all univer- Technological University sity radio stations have a what would be done differ- umbrella station in which
'
the high-definition st;;ttions
National Public Radio for- ently?
"Everybody would be broadcast under.
mat.
The broadcasts reach all
"It's either classical, jazz more professional than they
or information and news," are at Knightcast, a student- throughout metro Orlando
operated Internet radio net-. including Volusia County,
Whitehouse said.
.
Seminole County, Orange
Listener-supported pro- work. There would be
grams are subject to a cultur- higher standard of quality," County, Osceola County and
Brevard County, with a
al outreach that prohibits Newman said.
Conversely, 21-year-old greater concentration on
them from playing culturally
biased music, such as coun- interdisciplinary
studies Orange and Seminole country or hip-hop. Jazz is major Jeff Gore said he ties.
High-definition
has
acknowledged to project a enjoyed the music selection.
more neutral sound, inviting
"I like the DJ who airs in added a new facet to terreslisteners from every culture the morning between 8 a.m. trial radio, with more than
and 9 a.m.," Gore said. 1,500 HD radio stations in
to experience the music.
Consequently, stations "[WUCF plays] good jazz; the U.S.
"The future is bright, we
such as WUCF can only per- it's not snooty like NPR. It's a
form within the constraints different kind of music; the have the capacity to make
placed on them .by their radio is filled with garbage. everyone happy and if we
audience, or more specifical- Multiple stations are playing have the power, why not?"
the same music. It's not Whitehouse said.
ly, Metro Orlando.
However, students still
"We have limited FM fre- generic jazz, there's some
quency because of the huge instrumental, some Sinatra." share one common desire
population," Whitehouse
Gore's only protest was despite their music prefersaid. "The jazz format allows that it doesn't have as much ence: more student involvethem to establish a core student involvement as other ment.
"[The station] is not antiaudience."
university music stations,
student, we're actually
Although some students such as Rollins College.
enjoy the jazz-themed radio
Newman said the all-jazz grooming students," Whitehouse said. "When people
station, other students pre- motif isn't all bad.
fer more diversity.
"[It] exposes students to leave here they have applicaDigital media major and music they wouldn't other- ble production skills. There's
technical director of Knight- wise listen to," Newman nothing haphazard."
WUCF is a listener-supcast Eric Newman, 20, said.
program
that
prefers more diversity.
Stations such a~ WUCF, ported
Newman said WUCF are guaranteed more versa- receives its funding from
used to be run totally by stu- tility with things such as donors and underwriting in
dents.
high definition broadcasting lieu of advertising.

a

Degree programs exceed enrollment
FROM A1

its success. The Board project·ed the program's head count at
25 students by the start of the
last school year; however, 99
students were enrolled in the
,.~ program by last fall
The nonprofit management master's degree program
• is .strictly an online program,
only one of two in the country.
"This program is the poster
child for online programs,"
Hickey said. "Since the program started, there are 12 other
universities looking to start
programs like this."
•
Also, the event management bachelor's degree prott

•

HD expanding WUCF pro

•

•

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

gram, offered by the Rosen
College of Hospitality Management, exceeded its pro. jected head count of 49 in
spring 2007, enrolling 226 students.
With more than four times
the number of students than
originally predicted, Rick
· Schell, vice provost for Academic Affairs, called the Event
Management undergraduate
program "a destination program for UCR"
The creative writing Master of Fine Arts degree program was above its expected
head count as well, and was
praised specifically for the
quality of the students it

enrolls. A graduate of the pro- specialized housing for gradugram was recently published ' ate students and married stuin Best New American Voices dents. The plans for housing
2006, a yearly collection of fic- will be discussed in greater
tion stories written by stu- detail at a later time.
"We are in the process of
dents from the country's top
writing programs.
developing a master plan for
Also at the meeting, the housing," said Maribeth Ehasz,
Board discussed further budg- vice president of student
et cuts as they related to uni- development and enrollment
versity energy consumption, services. "We're trying to
departments, staffing and trav- . come up with some number or
el expenses.
some description of what kind
Administrators expect to of housing that means.
have a clearer view of the
"We need to enhance
budget situation when they awareness of housing our stumeet Nov. 29.
dents. Student success and
The Board also discussed retention to graduation, we
the issue of student housing, have found, are related to resiincluding the possibility of dence on campus:•

New engineer
h
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•

AMANDA HAMILTON
Contributing Writer

The College of Engineering
and Computer Science will
welcome a highly honored
professor into its ranks this
spring.
Marwan Simaan will be
UCF's first winner of the
National Academy of Engineering award, which he won
in2000.
According to the award's
Web site, it is awarded for
"commitment to advancing the
human condition through great
engineering achievement"
Simaan, who taught at the
University of Pittsburgh since
1976, said that joining the UCF
community is "a tremendous
opportunity and a great
honor" for him.
"The way I see it, UCF is
really a gem that, in some
sense, has not been discovered
by others yet," Simaan said.
Neal Gallagher, dean of the
College of Engineering and
Computer Science, said the
university is thrilled to have
Simaan join the team.
"Being able to attract someone here," Gallagher said,
''who has the international visibility as a member of the
National Academy of Engineering really does a lot to
improve our reputation and
our visibility."
Simaan has spent most of
his career in research, focusing
on controls and signal processing.
Simaan used his knowledge
of controls - the ability to
manipulate a system to make it
.do what you want it to do - to
work on a project with the
Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency to aid military
operations.
Currently, the model that
Simaan created for the DARPA
project is the standard mathematical model used.
Simaan's other area of
research is with patients wal,ting for heart transplants.
For more than seven years,
using funds from the National
Science Foundation, Simaan
has been working to create an
automatic left ventricle assist
device for the heart, something
he said has been very difficult
because of how hard it is to
mimic what a heart actually
does.
The plan for the unfinished
device is that it will automati-

cally
pump
blood enough
to allow a person to perform
any
action
without having
to first adjust
the blood flow
Simaan
provided by
the device.
Simaan said that he has
really enjoyed the connections
he finds within all of his projects.
"Every one is different in its
own way, and I have learned
through those experiences
from one project things that
helped me in another project,"
Simaan said.
Simaan has not yet planned
any new projects to start at
UCF, saying that he plans to
"look around and see what
people are doing."
Issa Batarseh, professor and
director of the school of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, was the first to
approach Simaan about coming to UCF after he gave a seminar here in 2005.
"His prestige, national and
international visibility, and
contact with people" make
him highly qualified, Batarseh
said. "He is very liked by his
friends, peers and colleagues."
Simaan said that the NAE
award was an honor and that it
also came as a surprise.
"It's a privilege to be inducted in to the academy ... you
always hope that some day
you'll be recognized by your
peers ... that's the best kind of
recognition."
It has not yet been decided
what classes Simaan will teach,
but he said that he is interested
in teaching the beginning electrical engineering classes, like
the ones he taught at Pittsburgh.
"I enjoy teaching students
how great this field is," Simaan
said.
Simaan said he isn't opposed
to teaching upper-level courses
or Ph.D. students and said he
enjoys teaching "the entire
spectrum" of students.
Along with teaching,
Simaan has also used his engineering skills in industry,
working at Shell Research Lab
earlier in his career.
Simaan said that his work
with companies has helped his
studies in engineering by working on projects that are applied
to real-world situations.

"Being able to attract someone here, who has
the international visibility as a member of
the National Academy of Engineering really
does a lot to improve our reputation and our
visibility."
- NEAL GALLAGHER, DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING ANDCOMPUTER SCIENCE
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Third man sentenced in slaying
of Polk County police officer
TAMPA - A third man
was sentenced to life in federal prison for the 1998 slaying of a Polle County police
officer.
Robert Winston, 27, was
sentenced to life plus 10
years Monday for his role in
the March 3, 1998, slaying of
rookie Haines City officer
Christopher Todd Horner.
Prosecutors said Horner,
35, was killed in a cemetery
where he approached a car
with no visible license
plates. A group of men sitting in the car had just
robbed a hotel and were
planning a bank robbery,
prosecutors said.
They forced Horner to
his knees and shot him in the
back of the head with his
own gun, then slipped the
weapon under his body,
prosecutors said.
Two other men
Christopher B. Gamble, 30,
and Andre Page, 28 - are
serving life sentences after
being convicted in Horner's
slaying.
A fourth man, Charles
· Andrew Fowler, 26, who
investigators believe was the
trigger man, was indicted by
a federal grand jury on a
murder charge last week.
The case went unsolved
until 2004 when Gamble,
serving a 20-year sentence
for an unrelated robbery,
pleaded guilty in Homer's
death and began cooperating with authorities.

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Athletic fundraisin~ leads to
declines in academic donations
As the country's biggest
athletics departments have
sought ways to pay for multimillion-dollar facility expansions, coaches' salaries, and
other rising costs, their
fundraising operations have
experienced
enormous
growth. But contributions to
- sports programs are eating up
an ever-larger share of donations to colleges, Chronicle
research suggests.
The country's largest athletics departments and booster clubs ·raised more than
$1.2-billion in 2006-7, a
Chronicle survey has found,
with some programs more
than tripling their gifts in the
past decade.
Growth in· new facilities
has fueled much of the
increase: Between 2002 and
2007, colleges in the nation's
six premier athletics conferences raised more than $3.9billion for capital expenditures alone.
Over the next few years,
big-time athletics programs
hope to raise an additional
$2.5-billion for new buildings,
the survey found And many
programs are expanding their
fundraising staffs to solicit big
gifts.
But the sports fuil.draising
success has come at a cost:
While donations to the country's 119 largest athletics
departments have risen significantly in recent years,
overall giving to those colleges has stayed relatively flat,
according to an article in the
April issue of the Journal of
Sport Management, which
analyzed fundraising figures
· reported by colleges to the
Council for Aid to Education.
Among the surveyed institutions, athletics departments
brought in an increasing
share of the colleges' overall
donations.
In 1998 athletics gifts
accounted for 14.7 percent of
overall gifts. By 2003 sports
donations had reached 26
percent.
The shift has frayed relations among fundraisers
soliciting the same donors
and has led to broader concerns about the growing
importance of sports as overall funding for colleges has
stagnated.

- CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION
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Iranian-American protesters demonstrate against Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad during his visit to the United Nations General Assembly in New York.

Curfews imposed, assemblies
banned in two Myanmar cities

Michael Vick, 3 co-defendants
indicted on state charges

YANGON, Myanmar The military government
banned assemblies of more
than five people and
imposed curfews in Myanmar's two largest cities
Tuesday, after thousands of
Buddhist monks and sympathizers defied orders to stay
out of politics and protested
once again.
Truckloads of soldiers
converged on Yangon after
the monks, cheered on by
supporters, marched out for
an eighth day of peaceful
protest from Yangon's soaring Shwedagon Pagoda,
while some 700 others
staged a similar show of
defiance in the country's
second largest city of Mandalay.
"The protest is not merely for the well being of people but also for monks struggling for democracy and for
people to have an opportunity to determine their own
future," one monk told The
Associated ~ress, speaking
on condition of anonymity
fearing reprisals from officials. "People do not tolerate
the military government any
longer."
President
Bush
announced Tuesday new
U.S. sanctions against Myanmar, formerly known as
Burma, accusing the military
dictatorship of imposing "a
19-year reign of fear" that
denies basic freedoms of
speech, assembly and worship.

SUSSEX, Va - Michael
Vick and three co-defendants were indicted by a
grand jury Tuesday on state
charges related to a dogfighting ring operated on
Vick's Virginia property.
Vick, who already pleaded guilty in federal court to a
dogfighting
conspiracy
charge and is awaiting sentencing - on Dec. 10, was
indicted for beating or
killing or causing dogs to
fight other dogs and engaging in or promoting dogfighting.
The grand jury passed on
indicting the Atlanta Falcons
quarterback and two codefendants on eight counts
of animal cruelty, which
would have exposed them to
as many as 40 years in
prison if convicted.
Any animal cruelty
charge in Virginia is punishable by up ·10 five years in
prison. And in a written plea
for the federal case, Vick
admitted helping kill six· to
eight dogs at the Surry
County property. Similarly,
the three co-defendants in
the case have admitted their
involvement and detailed
what they claim was Vick's
role.
Surry County Commonwealth's Attorney Gerald G.
Poindexter asked that the
four be arraigned Oct. 3 and
requested _that each be
released on a $50,000 personal recognizance bond.
None of the defendants nor
their lawyers were in court.
The charges are the first
U.N.Secretary-General pushes
leveled against Vick in the
for peace in the middle east
cotinty where he built a
UNITED NATIONS U.N. Secretary-General Ban · home on 15 acres that was
Ki-moon pledged Tuesday the base of the dogfighting
to push for lasting peace in operation.
the Middle East and an end
to the conflict in Darfur in Shareholders approve $19.S
the coming year, calling it billion buyout of Clear Channel
one of the most challenging
SAN ANTONIO
Clear Channel Communicain the U.N.'s history.
At the opening of the tions Inc. shareholders
U.N. .General Assembly's approved on Tuesday a $19S
annual ministerial meeting, billion buyout of the nation's
Ban took the podium for the biggest radio station operafirst time as U.N. chief and tor, more than 10 months
called for "an internal cli- after the deal was proposed.
mate of change" at the world
The offer from a private
body to address the growing equity group led by Thomas
number of issues requiring H. Lee Partners LP and Bain
collective action.
Capital Partners LLC was
"Looking to the coming first announced in Novemyear and beyond, we can ber but was sweetened sevforesee a daunting array of eral times after some large
challenges to come," Ban shareholders signaled they
said, "They are problems would oppose earlier offers.
that respect no borders The latest offer was
that no country, big or small, $39.20 per share in cash or
rich or poor, can resolve on stock. Current shareholders
its own."
could end up with as much
Venezuelan President as 30 percent of the new, priHugo Chavez, who captured vately held company.
the world's attention at last
Of the shares voted,
year's General Assembly about 98 percent were in
meeting by calling President favor of the buyout of the
Bush "the devil," instead San Antonio-based company in a preliminary tabulasent his foreign minister.
Chavez said he regretted tion, Clear Channel said.
The company said more
not being able to attend the
meeting "in the very cave of than 73 percent of the total
the empire" where leaders shares outstanding and entican unmask U.S. hostility tled to vote at the meeting
were in favor the deal.
toward other nations.
Two-thirds of shareholdBan said peace in the
Middle East is vital to the ers were needed to approve
stability of the region and the buyout, and previous
the world. He also said the offers of $37.60 and $39 per
U.N. would "leave no stone share were deemed too low
unturned to end the tragedy by some and weren't expectin Darfur" and urged the ed to pass.
Clear Channel, which
Sudanese government to
live up to its pledge to imple- also has an interest in the
ment a cease-fire and join outdoor billboard business,
peace talks on ending the has been divesting some of
conflict in the war-ravaged its broadcasting operation.
Its 56 television stations
region.
The high-level session were sold in April, and sales
opened with speeches by deals have been reached on
Ban, Bush and Iranian Presi- 402 of its radio stations. It
dent Mahmoud Ahmadine- . plans to keep about 675 stations, mostly in larger metro
jad.
Both
Bush
and areas. The deal is expected
Ahmadinejad were in the to close before the end ofthe
General Assembly chamber, year. The buyers will also
sitting behind the plaques of assume $8 billion in debt.
their nations, for the secretary-general's speech.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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ROOMMATES:

•

FRIEND OR·FOE?

•

Counseling Center, said he
notices more conflicts arisStudents are placed with ing from, random roommate
people of the same gender situations, but communicaand class rank, but the UCF tion is important whether
Housing and Residence Life roommates are old friends or
Department has decided that strangers.
more complex roommate
"With friends or random
matching systems are gener- roommates, I think it's
important to talk about what
ally ineffective.
For example, Varner said your expectations are,''
some students will put qual- Marks said. "Even if you're
ities they are looking for in a good friends with someone,
roommate on their own you never really know them
roommate matching form. A until you live with them."
messy person may say he is
It's also important to conneat because he wants his sider the effect that going to
roommate to be neat.
college has on a student's
Varner added that it has personality.
also become common, espe"People change so much
cially among freshmen, for when they go to college,"
students' parents to fill out Varner said.
the forms for them.
Psychology major KimEconomics major Tara berly Rockwell lived in the
Jones roomed with two ran- LEAD Scholars housing in
dom students her sopho- the Hercules complex last
more year in Academic Vil- year. She had a random
lage, and now, in her senior roommate, who although
year, is sharing an off-cam- very different from herself,
gradually became a good
pus apartment with them.
"There are a lot more friend.
Unlike other campus
opportunities to meet people outside of your group [if communities LEAD Scholyou select a random room- ars, Burnett Honors College
mate]," Jones said.
students and athletes are
Freshman management paired with others in their
and international business organization.
Rockwell said that living
major James Jarman lives in
Lake Claire apartments. He with the LEAD Scholars was
is happy with his random an overall good experience
selections and said that he and that she didn't have a
will probably choose that problem with constantly
option again next year.
seeing the same people.
"I definitely wouldn't
Business finance major
want to room with someone Kevin Speedy lives in the
from high school,'' Jarman Burnett Honors College
said.
housing in Tower III. He is in
Larry
his first year at UCF, and has
Marks, a found · that living with 250
fellow honors students has
psycholhelped him make friends.
ogist
"It's nice to live with peofrom
the
ple you have a lot in common
with,'' Speedy said. "I haven't
heard anyone here complain
about
their roommates."

Random roommates more prevalent
JENNIFER ROSS

•

Contributing Writer

•

•

•

•

.

Choosing to move in with
a friend in college could ruin
the friendship, but rooming
with a stranger could turn
into a nightmare.
Either way, it's a gamble.
Meredith Varner, assistant
director of UCF Housing and
Residence Life, said more
students tend to choose random roommates.
She said some students
don't have a friend to room
with, while others don't want
to jeopardize a friendship or
may be hoping to make a
new friend.
"Just because you get
along socially [with a friend]
doesn't mean you can live
together," Varner said. "I've
definitely seen best friends
from high school ruin their
friendship."
Of course, random roommates ·don't always turn out
well either. "I have seen situations where roommates are
so different that they are
incompatible," Varner said.
There are roughly 6,000
students living on campus
and 41,000 living off campus
this year.
While many off-campus
apartment complexes have
different types of roommate
matching systems, on-campus housing roommate
selection is completely random.
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The University of Central Florida
Announces APublic Forum:
Aco-curricular component of the "UCF General Education Program Oni~rillg Theme: Global Climate Change,," \\ith the
cooperation of UCF Global Perspectives Office, UCF Office ofUndergtaduate Studies, UCF Focus the Nation, VCF
Political Scknce Department and me Global Connections Foundation

"Tue Next 6Vllrg~ 6coMm~: c;r~ssroots
strategtes for Mtttg·attV\,g C(lobaL cltVVttlte
c~aV\,ge"
Apresentation by

Winona LaDuke
Program Director of the Honor the
Earth Fund; Founding Director for
White Earth Land Recovery
Project; co-chair of the Indigenous
Women's Network; fonner board
member of Greenpeace USA;
author ofLast Standing Woman.

Date:
University of

Central
Florida

Thursday, September 27, 2007
3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Location: Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom
This forum is free and open to the public.

For more information, please contact the Global Perspectives Office
407-823-0935 or global@mail.ucf.edu
www.ucfglobalperspectives.org

Theoni Soublis Smyth Ph.D.'
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WORRIED ABOUT HAIR LOSS?
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Elections will end today at 5 p.m.
FROM A1

importance of Senate and
representation," de Lara
said.
Michael Zorilla, a candidate for COS seat three with
Knight Ticket, said that he's
seen more participation
from the students as well.
He said that it's important
that people vote because if
they're unhappy, the only
way to improve things is to
endorse the candidate who
will do the best job.
Zorilla said people are
finally realizing that their
votes matter.
Not everyone feels this
way though.
Sophomore early childhood education major Ines
Boscan voted, but doesn't
even remember who she
voted for.
"Personally I voted for
the T-shirt," Boscan said. "I
guess [voting is] important
because they represent the
school, but if they made a
bigger deal and told you
what they plan on doing, it

"I got so many fliers all day, and I
don't know who any of these
people are. Ivoted for the one
that asked first."
-MATT HEIM

ENGLISH FRESHMAN

would be better."
Junior nursing major
Kristina May said she's voting because she cares about
who is representing her college. This is the first election
where students can run for
seats to represent the College of Nursing.
· Some students only voted
because they were tired of
fliers being shoved in their
faces by candidates.
"I got so many fliers all
day, and I don't know who
any of these people are,"
freshman English major
Matt Heim said. "I voted for
the one that asked first."

Freshman film major
Ross Alagna had a different
experience with campaigners.
"I was walking home,"
Alagna said, "and someone
started talking to me about
the election, and I took interest in learning more about
it."
.
Alagna is in the College of
Arts and Humanities, .and
said that he thinks someone
in the college has to be in
charge. Alagna said a candidate told him things he didn't know about his college
and that's what he voted.
Will Lusk, a candidate for

COS seat six with Knight
Ticket, said that students need
to take it upon themselves to
get informed about the election.
"The information is available if a student is that inquisitive," Lusk said.
John Martino, also a candidate for COS seat with New
SGA, said that things in SGA
need to change. He said there
are so many common misconceptions about SGA that people need to take it more seriously.
Students can vote until 5
p.m. today on MyUCF. If necessary, a run-off election will
be held next week.
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College of Arts and Humanities Seat 2 candidate Thomaz Marcon des passes out green postcards promoting the New SGA outside of the
Visual Arts Building Monday afternoon. Student Government Assodation Senate Elections began Monday and end at Sp.m. today.
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Third person in house wounded
FROM Al

Seminole County Jail on two
charges of homicide, attempted homicide and burglary,
according to Oviedo Police
spokesman Lt. Dennis Lynch.
Barwick and Allred are
reported to have known each
other, a press release states.
A friend of Ruschak, Seminole County Community College student Rachel George,
said Allred was Barwick's exboyfriend
A Web site that looks to
have been maintained by
Allred had Barwick's parent's
address and screen shots about
the breakup between the pair.
George said some people
have said Ruschak and Barwick had started dating, but
she didn't think that they were.

MICHELLE YOFFEE-BEARD I SEMINOLE CHRONICLE

Police say the suspect, Andrew Allred, drove his car into a parked vehicle in front of the
house, seen here, before entering the house and killing two victims and wounding a third.

George said she knew
Ruschak since they both
attended Oviedo High School
and that they remained close
in college.
She got a text message from
a friend early Tuesday morning alerting her to what had

happened to her friend
George said Ruschak was a
''very fun loving person" and
an avid video gamer.
·~ [he and his friends] did
was play video games," she
said
Ruschak also worked as a

referee for soccer games. ''He
was good at it," she said
Lynch said police arrived at
the house near Oviedo High
School around 10:30 p.m. to
find Barwick and Ruschak
dead, and another man
wounded. The man was
brought to the hospital and
there were several witnesses to
the shooting.
Police said that Allred
drove his vehicle into a parked
car in front of the house before
shooting the victims.
Seminole County deputies
later arrested Allred at his
home on Oklahoma Street,
three miles from the crime
scene.
At press time Tuesday, a
police report was not available
because detectives were still
processing the scene.

Operation Denim
Junior Isabel Prieto takes
advantage of the discounted
designer jeans at Kappa Alpha
Theta's second annual
Operation Denim held
Thursday at the Sigma Chi
House. The event gave
students the chance to shop
for designer jeans at a
discounted price. 'fl:le event
featured designer denim
jackets, tops, handbags,
sunglasses and more and were
all offered at reduced prices.
The proceeds from the event
went toward Kappa Alpha
Theta's National Philanthropy,
CASA - Court Appointed
Special Advocates - which
supports neglected and
abused children. CASA was
founded in 1990 and now has
more than 900 programs in
operation, with 70,000
volunteers.
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Jena Six events began in winter '06
FROM Al

experience," Cheeks said.
Another issue that has the
UCF community talking is the
media coverage ofthe Jena Six.
Tereasa Clarkson, senior
property manager/accountant
in UCF's Property & Inventory Control Office, said that
she feels the media has made
her hometown of Jena seem
racist when it is not.
"I think the media has
done most of their investiga-tion without getting the facts,"
Clarkson said.
On the other hand, others
feel the Jena Six events lacked
coverage by most media.
"I don't think they publi-

not $1,500, the figure previously reported in the Future
- from the Student Government Association's Emergency Allocation Fund, which
is for organizations that have
things come up at the last
minute, Hollinger said
"The
organization
seemed really passionate and
excited
about
going,"
Hollinger said, "so I did not
want them to miss out on the
event."
The J.T. Washington
Honor Society is the organization through which the trip
was sponsored.
According to those who
went on the trip to Jena, the
ride on the bus is where the
talking began.
"Being on the bus, getting
other people's views, and
finding out that there are
others on the campus that
are about progression and
see a need for progression in
[the black] community was
very motivating," said Jeremi
Cheeks, a public administration graquate and one of the
Knights who rallied in Jena.
The trip to Jena, which
began Wednesday and ended
Friday, has brought several
different issues to the front
of people's minds at the
school. One issue being
brought up is unity in the
black community.
"Our community iS ·separated as it is," Cheeks said.
However, students saw
the rally in Jena as something
that overcame that ~ssue, at
least for a day.
"Everybody understood
the cause, and they understood that we were there to
do something together,"
political science major Marcus Sanderlin said.
Twenty thousand people
from all over the country, '
including Alabama, New
York and California traveled
to and participated in the
Jena Six rally.
"Seeing people who don't
know each other being able
to come together, and talk
and smile at one another was
a very different and positive

cized it enough," said Alesie
Roman, a communication sciences and disorders major.
The Jena Six events have
been taking place since the
winter of 2006, but many had
not heard of the situation
until recently.
"[The media] talk about
Iraq, but they don't focus on
what is happening within our
country," molecular and
microbiology major Jasveen
Panesar said.
Along with these other
issues, the dominating topics
that surfaced after the trip
were race, discrimination and
injustice.

"Many have the concept
that we were rallying for
Mychal Bell [one of the Jena
Six], because we thought he
should not be punished That
is not true," Cheeks said.
Cheeks and Sanderlin
explained that the trip was
about equal justice. They felt
the Jena Six were getting
harsher treatment than someone else of a different race
would have gotten.
"This rally helped to let the
world know that racism is still
going on," Sanderline said. "It
shows people that discrimination is still an issue that needs
to be dealt with."
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Luzunaris, Roushandel score late to defeat Wofford 2-1 on Sunday
ZACH PARDES
Staff Writer

I,

For the second time over
the weekend, the UCF Men's
Soccer team came ·back in
the second half and grabbed
a late victory.
The Knights took home
the UCF Fall Classic title
Sunday after defeating Wofford 2-1.
UCF
junior
Ryan
Roushandel scored his second game-winning goal of
the weekend to secure the
victory for the Knights. It
was his fifth goal of the year.
"Ryan is one of the leaders of the team," head coach
Bryan Cunningham said.
"He has exceptional character and exceptional work
ethic."
·
The win gave UCF its

second tournament championship this season. The
Knights traveled to Albuquerque, N.M from Sept. 7-9
and won both games of the
New Mexico Invitational to
earn that title as well.
"The goal going into the
weekend was to win both
games,'' Cunningham said in
a press release. "This is our
second tournament victory
of the year, and it helps lend
our players some confidence
as we enter the midpoint in
our season."
A bout of inclement
weather caused delays the
entire day. The first match of
the day between Stetson and
College of Charleston was
canceled due to rain.
The start of the Knights'
match was delayed and there
was also a 20-minute stop-

page before halftime, but many games with a goal in
both teams came ready to the 85th minute. Senio r
play.
James Georgeff assisted
Right before the half, Rouihandel, who sent the
Wofford freshman Armin ball just inside the far post of
Kinigadner gave the Terriers the net.
·~lot of[our late success]
a 1-0 advantage in the 44th
minute of play with a per- is due to our fitness an d
fectly placed free kick into focus in the preseason,"
the top left corner of the net. Cunningham said. "If you
Cunningham said that put yourself in position to
being behind going into the score, you're going to score."
half is not a situation he
Roushandel scored a
wants to be in. But his team deciding goal in a siniilar
manner Friday night agaillst
was able to respond.
UCF freshman Matt the College of Charleston.
Luzunaris took a pass from
His goal in the 79th
junior Chris Andaur and minute gave UCF a 3-2 win.
slipped a header past Wof- Of his five goals this year,
ford goalkeeper Joey Taylor three have been game-winin the 64th minute.
·ners.
The Knights earned a
Then it was time for
Roushandel to step up again. well-deserved win, outRoushandel scored his shooting Wofford 22-10, and
second game-winner in as put up nine shots on goal

opposed to just six for the
Terriers.
UCF's
defense
was
backed by another great
game in net by freshman
goalkeeper Sean Johnson,
who made five saves on the
night.
"Wofford really made us
earn the win," Cunningham
said in a press release. "They
are an organized and disciplined team. It was up to us
to persevere and push
through in order to get the
result."
The Knights are now 4-31 on the year, including an 01 record in Conference USA
Wofford dropped to 2-4-1.
The Knights' next match
is on the road against Saint
Louis University. The match
will take place Saturday at
8:30 p.m. in St. Louis.

Volleyball sW.ept
for a second time
I

•

UCF can't complete comebacks in games two and three,
beaten by Rice for second straight Conference USA sweep
RYAN BASS
StaffWriter

•

NEWS TO NOTE

After suffering through its
SWEEPS WEEK
COMING UP
toughest loss of the season
The Knights have
UCFwillface
against Houston on Friday; the
been swept in
Conference USA
UCF Volleyball team was looktwo straight
foes in 14 of its
ing for a chance to rebound
matches.
next 15 matches.
against Rice on Sunday.
The' result wasn't exactly
what the Knights were hoping to open up leads of 6-0 and 5-1 in
games one and three, respecfor.
Despite strong play in games . tively.
two and three, the Knights (8-8,
"I think sometimes we forget
0-2 in C-USA) were swept 30-17, to just risk [it], and we play it
30-27 and 30-24 by the Owls. It safe those first few points,'' said
was the second straight match sophomore Erin Campbell, who
in which UCF was swept.
tallied a team-high 13 digs.
Junior Jenny Heppert regis"We play timid, and that is
tered a team-high nine kills for why we get behind. But I think
UCF, which hit a season-low we have enough faith in our.016 in the match. The Knights selves that if we make one, two
had only two more kills, 29, then or three errors that we are
errors, 27, and allowed the Owls dynamic, and we can come

back."
The dynamics didn't show
for the Knights in game one.
After a kill by senior Cassie
Ramaekers pulled the Knights
to within five at 9-4, the Owls
answered back with a 21-13 run
to close out the game, sparked
by Jessica Holderness, who had
a match-high 11 kills and 15 digs.
"If we just keep playing as a
team, then we will succeed,"
sophomore Tricia Scott said.
'We have to start trusting each
other and start trusting the
teammate next to us."
The Knights did a little bit
more trusting in games two and
three.
After a Heppert ace gave the
Knights their first lead of the
match at 4-3, the Owls went on a
ANDY JACOBSOHN /.CENTRAL FLORIDA fUTURE

PLEASESEE

KNIGHTS ON A11

Blaire Brueggemeyer, 11, and Kerry Brown attempt a block during UCF's win over Montana State on
Sept. 8. They combined for 10 kills and seven errors in Rice's 3-0 sweep of the Knights on Sunday.
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Saints fall to 0-3 with a 31-14 loss to the visiting Titans
PAUL NEWBERRY
Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS - Vmce
Young is tired of talking about
his supposed rivalry with Reggie Bush.
Heck, the Tennessee quarterback even called up Bush
when he needed tickets for the
game against the Saints.
"He came through for me,"
Young said. "That was a good
deal by Reg. I appreciate that."

Not that he showed a lot of
gratitude on the field.
Young threw a pair of
touchdown passes and the
Titans kept up the surge that
started last season, beating the
winless Saints 31-14 Monday
night before a Superdome
crowd that showered boos on
the same players who provided such a pick-me-up to the
devastated city a year ago.
The Saints (0-3) rallied
from an early 10-0 deficit,

going ahead 14-10 midway
through the third quarter on
Bush's second I-yard touchdown run.
But Young brought his
team back.
Just don't bring up Pasadena again. Young is more concerned with keeping up the
momentum from last year's 83 fmish after the Titans started
0-5.
"I'm tired of it,'' Young said
of the continuing link to Bush.

·~ lot of people keep trying to
make this a rivalry between
me and Reggie. I have so much
respect for the guy because of
what he does."
While running backs
LenDale White and Chris
Brown handled the bulk of the
workload on the go-ahead
drive, Young threaded a key
10-yard pass to Eric Moulds,
who was shoved out of
bounds at the Saints' L
White, a teammate of

Bush's at USC, powered over
on the next play to put the
Titans (2-1) ahead to stay.
''When it's time for us to get
that drive," Young said, "I want
to do whatever it takes to win
a ballgame."
Drew Brees, who had
another miserable game, got
the ball knocked away on the
first play of the fourth quarter,
the second of his five
turnovers. Young seized on
the fumble to drive Tennessee

.

to the decisive score.
The second-year quarterback completed an 18-yard
pass to Roydell Williams, ran
for 11 yards and capped the
drive with a 3-yard pass to Bo
Scaife that put the Titans up
24-14.
Young also hooked up with
Brandon Jones on a 35-yard
touchdown and fmished off an
efficient performance 14-for22 for 164 yards. He also ran
three times for 23 yards.
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Federal agents

t

secure millions
of steroid doses
ERIC TUCKER

front is the Internet, rather
than the street comer, the people who engage in the smuggling and distribution of these
substances are drug dealers,
plain and simple, and we will
treat them accordingly," said
Robert Clark Corrente, U.S.
attorney for Rhode Island.
Federal prosecutors in San
Diego, New York, Houston,
Kansas City, Mo. and New
Haven, Conn., made similar
announcements.
The labs' customers could
include high school athletes,
bodybuilders and ordinary
adults who simply want to
look better, officials said.
·~ we start to dig into this,
I would have to believe that
we're going to find customers
who are in fact high school
kids,'' said Steve Robertson,
another DEA spokesman.
The DEA said 143 federal
search warrants were issued
during the 18-month investigation, many of them since
Thursday. The FBI, Internal
Revenue Service, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, and the Food and Drug
Administration were also
involved
In New York, five people
accused of operating illicit
steroid labs known as ''Bodiez
by Design" and "Strong Island
Underground" were indicted
on charges of conspiracy to
distribute a controlled substance.
Genescience Pharmaceutical Co. and its CEO, Lei Tm. are
accused of money laundering
and conspiracy to facilitate the
sale of smuggled goods.
Federal agents have seized
$3.4 million traced to the
alleged smuggling from two
New York branches of Chinese banks.
Tm. who allegedly marketed
the drugs under the brand
name fmtropin, is believed to
be living in Shanghai and is not
in custody.
In all, investigators seized
more than 500 pounds of raw
steroid ingredients that originated in China

Associated Press

PROVIDENCE,Rl- Federal authorities announced the
largest crackdown on illegal
steroids in the nation's history
Monday, arresting more than
120 people and raiding dozens
of labs that manufactured
growth hormone for sale on
the black market
Agents seized 56 labs, many
of which were located in dirty
basements, and recovered ll.4
million doses of steroids,
according to the Drug
Enforcement Administration.
"We were a little bit
stunned at the amount of labs
we found as a result of this
investigation,"
DEA
spokesman Garrison Courtney said. "It's not something
that's on a scale that we've ever
seen."
The announcement follows a growing number of
scandals in the sports world
over steroids, but authorities
said the probe was focused on
distributors, not users, and that
no professional athletes were
directly involved in the investigation.
U.S. investigators were
helped by governments of
nine other countries, including
China, which is hosting the
2008 Olympics.
Among those
facing
charges are a Chinese manufacturer accused of smuggling
human growth hormone into
the U.S. and others who
allegedly got steroids from
China and sold them to U.S.
customers.
The probe, dubbed Operation Raw Deal, targeted manufacturers of raw materials
needed to produce steroids, as
well as underground steroid
labs in the U.S., Canada and
Mexico.
Agents also investigated
Web sites that offered kits to
convert steroids from powder into injectable forms
and Internet discussion
boards frequented by bodybuilders.
"Even though their store-
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Webster University opens the window of opportunity for everyone. Whether
you're trying to finish a bachelor's degree or earn that master's degree, our
programs will allow you to finish what you've started. Webster has class hours
that work around your schedule, a lot of one-on-one attention, and a faculty
that practices what it teaches. If you're ready for a whole new direction, contact
us today.
No GRE/GMAT/CLAST
Bachelor's Degree Completion Programs
Transfer up to 98 semester hours
Five 8-week terms per year
•Accounting
• Business Administration
• Health Care Administration
• Human Resources Management
• Management
• Psychology

Master's Degree Programs
Most programs can be completed in
14 months

Transfer in 9-12 semester hours
Five 9-week terms per year
• M.B.A. Master of Business Administration
• M.H .A Master of Health Administration
• Counseling
•Finance
• Gerontology
• Human Resources Development
•Human Resources Management
• Information Technology Management
•·International Business
• Management and Leadership
•Marketing

Webster
UNIVERSITY

North Orlando • 407-869-8111 (near 1-4 & Hwy 434)
South Orlando• 407-345-1139 (near Sea World)
E-mail: orlando@webster.edu • www.websterorlando.com

WORLDWIDE

Regionally Accredited by The Higher Leaming Commission, and a member of the North Central Asrociarion, Phone: 312-263-0456 Internet: www.ncahlc.org
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Israel deserves to be UCF Football's full-time QB
It's hard to point out which
facet of the UCF Football team
was best in the Knights' 56-20
win over Memphis on Saturday.
Junior Kevin Smith ran for
124 yards and three touchdowns in little more than a half,
backup running back Phillip
Smith almost had 100 yards
himseli
And Michael Greco had a
fabulous debut: 151 yards passing along with 77 yards and two
touchdowns on the ground
But as head coach George
O'Leary said after the game,
this is still Kyle Israel's team.
And he deserves it.
Look at his line from Saturday; it doesn't really scream
amazing. But in a game in
which he saw less than half of
the offensive snaps, Israel still
managed to go 6-for-9 for 137
yards, including an absolute
bomb to Kamar Aileen for a 72yard touchdown.
The backup quarterback is
always the popular position on
a football team, so Greco will
receive praise, most of it
deserved, until he starts making mistakes.
But that doesn't change th~
fact that Israel gives the

PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

Knights the best chance to win.
It was Israel who hit a wideopen Aileen early in the third
quarter to give the Knights a
49-0lead
Greco had just two passes
for more than 20 yards, and he
benefited from a huge lead and
a defeated and dejected Memphis defense.
Israel had just two passes
that went for fewer than 10
yards, and he only played in 30
of the team's 80 offensive plays,
and those 30 came in UCF's
first 48 snaps. So Israel was
already splitting time with
Greco before he was taken out
completely.
IfIsrael sees l~timate playing time against some of the
poorer teams in Conference
USA, he should explode and be
the
quarterback
people
thought he would be when the

season began.
I tend to use facts and numbers to cmne to my decisions,
but I am going to get a little
emotional for this one.
I don't see how jerking
Israel's chain around helps this
team. It may not mean much,
but I think that Israel paid his
dues in 2006, when he and
Steven Moffett seemed to split
time at O'Leary's whim.
Israel played poorly against
a Longhorns' team that is 32nd
in the nation in total defense.
With the exception· of South
Florida, he and the Knights will
face no tougher opposition this
year.
Looking at the past two
games, UCF could actually be
too good to see the kind of
numbers that would justify an
increase in Israel's playing
time.
The Knights face three challenges for the rest of the season: USF, Southern Miss and
SMU.
The offensive line is able to
dominate anyone, and the
defense has been amazing of
late; just look at the 57 first-half
yards it held Memphis to Saturday.
This means that there will a

greater room for error when
using Greco, and he will probably come into the game with
UCF ahead most of the time.
The
two-quarterback
approach is one that thrives in
college football, but UCF will
have to rely on the stability of
Israel and Kevin Smith when
the team faces one of the best
defenses in the nation, USF,
Oct.13.
Even after the pounding
that UCF gave Memphis, the
Tigers still have a better pass
defense than five of the
remaining seven teams that the
Knights will face in Conference
USA
Israel is a better passer which he proved last year and Kevin snµth, ifhealthy, will
keep any defense in C-USA
honest.
I mean, Smith accounts for
almost 44 percent of the rushing yards that Texas has
allowed this season; he will run
roughshod over all C-USA
comers.
What UCF and its season
will boil down to is how Israel
plays in those games. He has
the talent to shine for the rest of
the season and finish as the top
passer in the conference.

Greco might be the hot item
now, but he proved himself
against the ninth-best rushing
defense in C-USA
He won't surprise anyone
going forward, and teams will be
able to focus on his running.
I don't expect any more 77yard games once the Knights finish off. Louisiana-Lafayette on
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UCF finishes Monday tied for 6th
Men's golf shoots 15-over-par in first two rounds, ends the day tied with UNF
PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

•

The UCF Men's Golf team
started off its fall schedule
Monday by finishing the day
tied for sixth at the Shoal
Creek Intercollegiate Tournament in Birmingham, Ala.
Through two rounds,
UCF was 15-over-par, tied
with North Florida and five
shots ahead of Georgia
Southern.
UCF has two players in the
top 15 and three in the top 30.
Senior Chris • Anderson
was the top Knight on the
first day, shooting an evenpar 72 in round one and finishing with a 1-over-par 73.

He was tied for 13th heading under-par 69 in the first
round Monday, but couldn't
into Tuesday's action. ·
Freshman Jhared Hack build on his lead and shot
shot two straight 1-over-par even par in the second round.
73s in his first college event He was just one stroke ahead
and holds sole possession of of UAB's Zach Sucher heading into Tuesday.
15th place at 2-over-par.
Rounding out the top 30 _
UCF's David Johnson and
for the Knights was Greg For- Mike Stem were tied for 42nd
est, who shot a 4-over-par 76 at 9-over-par.
in round one and a 3-over-par
Johnson tied with Vander75 in round to head into Tues- bilt's Brett Lange for the best
day tied for 30th.
improvement from round
The 12-team field - each one to round two. Johnson
team has five players compet- went from a 9-over-par 81 in
ing - is led by Texas Tech.
the first round to shooting
The Red Raiders finished even par in round two.
Monday at 2-over-par, five
The Knights finished up
shots ahead of host UAB.
the tournament Tuesday, but
Overall leader Chris results were not available at
Kennedy of lJN1'. shot 3- · press time.

Saturday.
But I am afraid that I am
wrong, and that Israel will have
to continue yielding time to
Greco, who is an unproven commodity.
And that shouldn't be the
case. Israel deserves more; he
deserves a chance to prove that
he is for real.
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CHRIS
ANDERSON

10%

OFF

Through Monday:

Anderson was the highest-placing
Knight over the first two rounds of
the Shoal Creek Intercollegiate
Tournament on Monday. He was
tied for 13th heading into Tuesday's
action. He had six birdies and seven
bogeys over the first two rounds.
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Knights ready to open new
Arena Friday against ECU
FROM A9

10-5 run capped off by a kill
from Caroline Gill that gave
Rice a 13-9 lead.
Four straight Rice errors
sparked a 16-11 run by the
Knights, but a couple of UCF
errors and a Holderness kill
gave the Owls game two.
"I think that in crunch
ti.ID.e, we tend to make little
errors," Campbell said.
"Other than that, if we cut
down those errors, then we
can hang with anybody in
conference, and game two
showed that."
Despite committing a
match-high 15 errors in game
three, the Knights were still
within five points after a
freshman Kerry Brown kill
made it 29-24. But another
UCF error ended the hopes of
a comeback and handed the
Knights their second straight
Conference USA loss.
"I think we made smarter
blocks [in games two and
three], and our defense really
made better setups in reading
the outside [hitters]," Campbell said. "I think we did a
really good job in the third
game of re ally predicting
where they were going to hit,
but we couldn't get over the
hump."
The Knights will play their
third consecutive conference
match this weekend when
they welcome East Carolina
to the New UCF Arena on
Friday.
The Volleyball team will
be the first UCF team to play
in the new Arena, giving the
Knights a cl:µmce for a fresh
start after their rough twomatch stretch.
"One of the things that we
talked about after the game is
how we want to have a new
beginning, and we are going
to start over," Scott said. "I
think having a new place and

ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sophomore Erin Campbell, 6, attempts a block in UCF's 3-1 win over North Florida on
Sept. 6. Campbell had three kills and eight errors in Sunday's loss to Rice in Houston.

being the first athletic event
[in the New UCF Arena] is
going to help us start over."
Even though UCF is winless in C-USA through two
matches, Campbell knows
that it is a long season and
there are still a lot of improvements that the Knights need
to make. She and the team
hope the improving starts
against ECU this weekend.
'We were all kind of freaking out a little bit [when we
lost the first two matches in
conference], but it's such a
long season and those are just
the first two matches in conference," Campbell said
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Portrayal ofJena is unjust
Editor's Note: This letter refers to the Sept. 21 article titled "50,000 defend the Jena Six."
Your facts are just a bit off.
The fact is there was no "school yard fight."
Mychal Bell and his friends hit the [Justin] Barker
boy in the back of the head, without warning and
continued to hit and kick him while he was unconscious - he never swung a punch.
The reason Mychal Bell is still in jail is because
when this happened, he was already on probation
for four previous charges that had happened in the
past year and a half - two for battery and two for
criminal damage to property, as a juvenile - in his
own neighborhood Obviously juvenile probation
is not working for him.
This young man is not a saint and these other
five boys made a bad cho~ce in following him. The
truth is the Barker boy had nothing to do with the
noose hanging. The three boys, who were associated with that act, were suspended from school and
hopefully got straightened out at home. I "heard"
they had to do cleaning duty at school and go
through counseling. Also, the tree was cut down to
avoid further hurt feelings or discord.
The reason this has gotten national attention is
the misinformation reported by the media, including your report. The people of Jena believed that
they could take care of their own business and not
speaking out sooner didn't help matters.
By the wa}'; there was an estimate from state
police oflS,000 at the Jena rally- not 50,000. I
wonder how many of them would have actually
shown up if they had known Mychal Bell's criminal history. I was very impressed with the rally.
Did you notice there was no violence? The town
folks closed everything down and let the marchers
do their thing in peace. Nobody wanted a confrontation. If they could have offered a welcoming
committee for that number of people, they probably would have. Remember, we're known for
Southern hospitality.
If you are truly interested in'the chronological
order of events from the local newspaper - The
Jena Times, you can go to their Web site
(http://www.Ib.eJenaTimes.net). While you're at
The Jena Times web. site, check out the photo
gallery. Does this look like a racist, backward
town? Country people in a rural area don't have to
be racist.
·
.
Also, everyone is saying the district attorney of
the town is not speaking, but his address to the
public on Sept. 19 can be seen on
http://www.CNN.com.
Yes, Jena is my hometown and I can tell you it
is nothing like it is being portrayed in the media.
Please take the time to look at both web sites and
then make an educated opnrlon of these events. At
least you will know "the rest of the story."
Please don't leave any of my statements out of
this "opinion." Misinformation is how this all got
started!
Editor's Note: This letter was not edited for space.
TEREASA CLARKSON,
SR. PROPERTY MANAGER AND ACCOUNTANT AT UCF

Jena shows effects of bullying
I would like to commend the UCF students
who demanded justice and participated in the
march in Jena, La., this past week. I, however,
believe the charges against the Jena Six are just. I
believe the real injustice here is in what was never
done to their antagonists.
Regardless of race, when one boy is beaten
unconscious by six other boys, it is grounds for
sending juveniles 'to the [Juvenile Assessment
Center] for at least 30 days, and filing criminal
charges against adults. The fact that this crime was
aggravated does not imply racism on the part of
the judicial system, nor does it justify what the
Jena Six did in any way. The boys who hung nooses from the tree may have offended these black
students, but they never actually hung anyone
from the nooses.
Those boys weren't suspended, contrary to the
claims made by the Central Florida Future, because
according to Louisiana law, they were too young to

be charged with a hate crime, so the act was dismissed as a prank. The Jena Six were harassed in
other ways by these boys, and from what I've
learned, some of that harassment should have
resulted in suspension and/or juvenile court for
the antagonists. These incidents of harassment
were the real issue here.
What Jena really needs is more bullying intervention programs in their schools. Students need
to be clearly informed of how to handle bullying
and harassment from other students. Parents also
need to get involved when problems like this arise.
The point here is that preventative action should
have taken place, and the situation should never
have gotten to this point. But now that it has, the
Jena Six are going to have to deal with whatever
punishment is meted out to them from their
impartial jury, and all the schools in Jena ought to
review and revamp their bully-prevention programs.
HEIDI RAE HOSMER
PSYCHOLOGY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE SOPHOMORE

Keep tradition: shake the keys
Editor's Note: This letter was written in response
to Sean Kelly's letter to the editor on Sept.19.
Just because you don't like the shaking of the
keys doesn't mean everyone should stop and/or
change. I must admit when I attended my first
UCF football game two years ago I thought it was
a silly tradition, but after being in the student section this past Saturday I have to say that I hope the
shaking of the keys is one tradition that stays.
Maybe I'm imagining things but I do believe at
one point during the game even the coach was
shaking his. It's not so much about the actual act
of shaking the keys that makes me wish it stays,
but the fact that everyone gets their keys out in
unison and on point to somehow send our good
luck or spirit to the players on the field.
Why not stop hating on UCF traditions and just
go with it anyhow? Negativity isn't needed in the
new stadium so if you don't like the keys then
kindly walk down the stairs and get a refreshing
beverage during kick offs.
I must say though I do agree with you when
you say some of us need to get the fight song and
hand gestures down, but hey, at least they're trying
and not sitting down or leaving when they realize
we can't win the game.
But to those bandwagon fans, I say your team
didn't quit on you, so don't quit on your team. I'm
sure the students who left with five minutes to go
in the game would be the first to run out and tell
everyone they are UCF students and they were at
the game!
KRISTINA BELLOFATTO
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES JUNIOR

UCF should ban animal acts
As a graduate of UCF, I was very disappointed
to learn that the UCF administration has decided
to continue to allow abusive animal acts at the
new on-campus arena ·
With all the new construction, it is remarkable
how backward the school leaders can be in regards
to what forms of entertainment will be allowed.
Universities are supposed to be a place for broadening your mind, not a throw-back to antiquated
and barbaric entertainment like animals in the circuses. The most recent decision to keep leasing
the arena to the Shrine Circus is offensive to anyone who cares about animals. The animals in the
circus are not willing participants in the show;
they are forced to perform and often pay the ultimate price.
The USDA report on the animal circus that
comes to the arena tells the truth behind the hype,
lights and glamour of the show. But of course, if
the administration of the new facilities does not
have enough vision to see the need for water fountains in the Florida heat, I guess I was hoping for
too much when I expected them to make a compassionate decision about animal acts at the arena.
BRYAN WILSON, UCF ALUMNUS '92.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
le~rs to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may e<!(; for length. Submit them online

at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-45511. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Justice vvas not
found for Jena
F

orty-five years ago a brilliant man
named Martin Luther King Jr.
inspired a nation to ignore the
color of their skin and love their neighbors. King promoted peace and spoke
against violence. Sadly, King died at the
hands of violence.
Just a year ago, in Jena, La., a group of
six young black men, who would come to
be known as the Jena Six. beat a white
male student to the point of unconsciousness. The white student, Justin Barker,
was hospitalized and released three hours
later. This happened three months after
nooses were found hanging from a tree
on school property. The event is believed
by many to have sparked the crime.
We can't ignore the facts. The fact is
the Jena Six beat another teen to the point
of unconsciousness.
For the six to receive punishment for a
violent crime is not unjust at all. What is
unjust is their charges that should be
reduced even further than before. Ifyou
commit a crime you must expect repercussions.
In a time where segregation doesn't
exist and social relations are improving,
the nation is tom over a racially driven
case. We do not doubt that they were set
off by a series of racist events, but violence is never the answer. King's words
should still be held close to heart. Nothing
justifies a hate crime or this kind of violence - nothing.
All six young men were arrested and
charged with second-degree murder and
conspiracy to commit murder. The
charges were reduced for five of the six to
aggravated battery. No weapons were
used in the fight, but lawyers insist their
tennis shoes were the weapon. A tennis
shoe is not a weapon; it's simply an article
of clothing. The charge should be assault.
Mychal Bell, 17, is one of the six and is
the only one left in jail. Bell's family hasn't
been able to bail him out. He faces the
largest sentence because of a criminal history including two simple assault charges
and two for damaging public property.
Bell was on probation at the time of the
incident, which is why his sentence may
be larger than the other five boys.

,,
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It is expected that Bell will have a larger sentence compared to the other five
boys given the circumstances.
Many, who are defending Bell, believe
he was given an unfair trial to begin with.
No witnesses were called and no evidence was submitted Bell also stood
before an all white jury and was found
guilty of the charges. He now faces 22
years in prison.
In 2004, a black youth was killed by a
group of five white males in Pasadena, Md
The victim, Noah Jamahl Jones, hit one of
the white males with a gun across the face,
which began the fight leading to his death.
Jacob Tyler Fortney, was one of the five
and was charged with manslaughter. An
all-white jury later acquitted him. His
acquittal is an example of how a singleraced jury in a racial crime could sway the
outcome. His crime was no different from
theirs and for it he should have received a
prison sentence.
We don't know the town of Jena nor
do we know what kind of people the six
young men are. We don't know what
Justin Barker did to deserve it. It is said
that Barker defended the nooses hanging
from the tree and that's what set the students off. It's their word against his.
The nooses on the tree were a disgusting display. It was a hateful ''practical
joke.'' The students got their punishments, and though we believe they should
have been expelled, they were suspended
The students didn't physically harm anybody. The Jena Six did If you commit a
crime you have to suffer the consequences.
The charges need to be reduced and
Bell needs to be given a new, fair trial so
he can receive a proper sentence under
the proper charge.
Mahatma Gandhi brought down an
entire empire without violence. King still
inspires us till this very day. Both would
be disappointed to see violence erupting.
The only thing that matters in this case
.is justice. Violence has consequences and
trials need to be conducted in a fair manner.
Violence is violence and nothing
excuses it.
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Don't blame us if the
news is bad news
What I find most offensive is
Let me clear something up.
that the only example that could
Our job, as the media, is to
be mustered was about our spereport the facts. If those facts
cial issue from the Texas-UCF
in tum hurt someone's feelgame. We dedicated an entire
ings, I'm sorry, but that's just
section to that game and how
the way it goes.
special it really was. The e-mail
With that being said, I'm
complains about o:µe column writing this in response to an
out of eleven stories - by our
e-mail I received complaining
sports editor, which stated that
about our sports section,
which, according to them, is
MELISSA HEYBOER our loss to Texas was not a
moral victory.
too negative.
Editor-in-Chief
What's funny about this is
I understand we're a stuthe fact that the author of the edent newspaper, and we
mail points out that the other articles
should love our school and our athletic
were very positive, but goes on to say
program. And don't get me wrong, I do.
that the column itself was what was negBut unfortunately, that doesn't mean
ative.
I'm going to put a positive twist on to
A column does not represent an
everything I write about.
entire paper. It's very hypocritical to
We are not here to be cheerleaders
point out the sections negativity and
for UCF Athletics.
then tum around and attribute that negaWhy?
tivity to a column and a column only.
Because that would negate the entire
You're negating your entire point.
purpose of our job. Which is to be unbiAnd, honestly, I think that's the point
ased It would be unethical journalism.
of this rant.
Regardless of our beliefs, of our aft1liIf you as the reader are only finding
ations and aside from how much we
negativity through our columns then you
support and respect our athletic teams.
are essentially missing the point behind
We have to report what happens - the
a newspaper.
facts.
For those of you who don't know, a
Games are full of errors, mistakes and
column ·is an opinion article. It doesn't
bad calls. Most of the time, teams score
represent the view of the entire school,
due to mishaps or miscues from players
nor does is necessarily represent the
and coaches. Not reporting on that
view of the entire staff.
would essentially be depriving our readDo we stand by what our columnists
ers of complete coverage.
say? Absolutely. Do we back up their
More often than not, people are too
right to think whatever they want? Of
quick to point out the negative and don't
focus on the positives that actually make course. But one opinion shouldn't be the
basis of an entire generalization about
it into the paper.
the entire sports section.
I say this because, if you go back
I apologize if I'm coming off a bit too
through the Future's archives, you will
harsh. I'm sure many of you think this
find features, game stories and even
topic shouldn't even be that big of a deal.
some columns that point out the posiBut, as the former sports editor of this
tives about UCF Athletics and about the
paper and a huge supporter of UCF Athathletes that represent it.
letics, I take this very personally.
But somehow, we never get e-mails
saying "great article." It's always comMy goal here is not to call anyone out.
ments on how we could have done betMy goal is to help everyone understand
that our job here isn't to hurt our athter, or what we should do differently.
letes, our teams or our university. It's to
The majority of the time, our game
recaps only highlight what UCF does in
report the facts, and to do it unbiasedly.
The sports section..-jsn't negative. lt'54
1 the game. Rarely do we talk about thy
truthful.
.
tJ
' other team. And yet, somehow this is
seen as poor reporting.
Learn the difference.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

.,

By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

·-

-

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

9 a.m. day before publication

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

Wednesday, Sept. 26,2007

~

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
ww~.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

~SNI

.The stuuent ewspaperatu"1•Vlfsmce
e196B .lwww.CensdolUWre.com.

al

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=:

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS

RATES
~

~

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
HelpWanted:Part-Time
HelpWanted:FuH-Time

Business OpportUnities
ForRent:Homes
forRent:Apartments
Roommates
SUblease
For Sale: Honies

C

C
C
B
B

B
A
A
B

325
350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

For Sale: Automotive
ForSale:General
For Sale: Pets
Services
Announcements
Travel'
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted

B
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
B

•

Rate B

Rate C

$8
s5

$J2
$8

$}8
SJ2

• Pricing includes·up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

6 suldolku
© Puzzles by Pappocom

8 9
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

College Hunks
wanted! $25/hr+ for party hosts,
greeters, modeling. Send pies (at least
one shirtless w face) with contact info
to collegehunks@hotmail.com

An Online Wholesale/distributing
company requires the services of
an online assistant to handle
billings.payments and the end
completion of transactions.The
Job is online and you can work
from any part of the country.Contact d_kllgore@hotmall.com

Place your ad in minutes!
Call 407-447-4555 or enter online at
www.KnightNewspapers.coni/classifieds
Flyer distribution & pressure
washer people needed. Must
have transportation, cell & live in the
UCF area. Call 407-359-5901

..

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Finish your college degree while
serving in the U.S. Army Reserve. Get
hands-on experience and an additional
paycheck every n\onth. In the U.S.
Army Reserve, you will train near
home and serve when needed. Earn
up to $23,700 for college costs and
$4,500 in tuition assistance per year,
plus enlistment bonuses up to $20,000.
To find out more, call 407-281-1274.

INVESTOR
SEEKS TRAINEE
$5K- $8K I PT
1-800-417-6360 x 3146

Pff Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
• ..www.dogdayafternoon.net*** email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net

..

NOW HIRING

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS

Great Pay, Fun Environment

•
"'------Knight Netvspapers-----

Summer Semester
Monday mornings
5:30 - 7:30 a.m.
Truck or·SUV required
$10 an hour
E-mail:trishai@knightnewspapers.com
or call 407-447-4555

2

<enual
~
:Jutua

Seminole Chronicle

472 with 2 car garage available now.
1600 sq. ft. Fenced in, front and back
screened-in porch. All appliances incl.
$1600/mo 407-970-3329

Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go
to www.ORLrent.com to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-571-3659

NEED A JOB???

CLASSIFIEDS
..!.,
Solve the Sudoku puzzle and Crossword in every issue!

Classified Sales Rep
wanted for the
Central Florida Future.
Outbound sales exp. preferred
Make minimum $8+/hr. No Nights
or Weekends, 20-25hrs/weekl
Tues/Thurs preferred ...
PLUS monthly bonusl
E-mall resume and avallablllty to
trlshal@KnlghtNewspapers.com

2
Place and view ads online anytime at:

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

UCF Area 3/212 House w/ fridge,
washer/dryer, 2 car garage, lawn care .
Immediate occupancy $1395/month
Promiseland Realty 407-702-4235

Looking for extra cash? Find it in here!
Dozens of jobs in each issue.Also view
all ads at www.UCFnews.com/classified

Wantedl Certified Personal Trainer
and/or Fitness Instructor for E. Orlando
studio. Excellent comm. skills &
dynamic personality. Existing clientle a
plus! Pay based on exp. 407-273-3677

Firefighters- Orange County Fire
Rescue is now accepting applications
for their non-certified firefighter
recruit program. No exp needed.
Paid Training Program. Please visit
www.ocfrd.com to apply or call
407-836-9838

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Single Family Homes
Lakefront: Extra nice and clean! Lots of
upgrades. 4/2/2 All appl., comm. pool
from $1390 Call 407-833-0063

CONDOS NEAR UCF
$800/Month and up
{407) 860-5200
UH at College Station: UCF student
seeking roomate. 4 bedroom 4 bath.
Utilities included. Walk in closet, brand
new furniture, UCF shuttle. $565 per
month. Call: (407) 273-51~1.
FOR RENT- 1 bdrms from $695, 2
bdrms from $750, 3 bdrms from $895
Call Mid Florida Mangmt 407-898-7502
2/1 $595/month Across from UCF
Water Included. NO CREDIT CHECKSI
Call Ben@ 407-380-6000
' Limited nme Offer
Walking distance to UCF, on Alafaya.
1/1 with full kitchen,W/D, 2 pools,
gym. Only $300 deposit. $825/month
+ 1 month free . 786-355-5615
UH at Alafaya: UCF student seeking
roommate. 4 bedroom 2.5 bath.
Utilities included. Pool, game room,
basketball courts. $460 per month.
Call: (407) 277-4007.
'

1 room for rent In 4/2.5 house just 4
miles from U.C.F. All utll. Incl. W/D,
cable $425/mo. M/F Call Marcus at
407-256-9574.
2 Rooms for Rent $480/mo/room
Less than 1 mile from UCF. New 3/2
Townhome, Community Pool, W/D
incld, call Scott (321 )662-5273
The Crest at Waterford Lakes
Luxury Condo 2br/2ba, w/d,
cable TV, HS Internet. gym, pool
$ 550/roommate + 1/2 utilities
Call (407) 247-6423

If

2 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 behind UCF. All
Included: Electric, Cable, Laundry, etc.
$450/month. Non smoking, non
drinking. Christian owner.
Call: 407-509-4737
1 room avail in a 3/2 home off
University. 7 mins from UCF. Mature or
grad student wanted. $575/mo util. incl.
wireless internet, W/D.
407-617-0805
Room for rent: Waterford Lakes. Close
to shopping/University. $450/mo util
incl. Digital cable, W/D, Call Dawn
407-617-2521
Room for rent. $550 Incl: Util, W/D,
high-speed internet, on-demand cable,
2200 sq. ft. 4/2 Close to UCF.
Call Rich 941-586-1829

... Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
~---------~-------~---~--·-·--~-·--·-·

regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals· 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando · 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com
\
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

4 I1

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

2 17

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
$725/Month
BALDWIN PARK
212 Lakeside Condo
Rent To Own Program
Zero to Low Down Payment
Call 866-380-7301 #2201
www.OrlandoFreeHomelnfo.com

Looking for bright, energetic,
dependable person for Acct
Supervisor. Must be able to multi-task
Spanish a plus. Close to UCF. M-F
night shift.
$9.50/hr 407-657-7585.

-Must Love Dogs

9
8 3

1

ROOMS FOR RENT IN 7 BEDROOM
HOME IN A GATED
COMMUNITY, CLOSE TO UCF.
INTERNET/CABLE,UTILITIES, W/D,
& DISHWASHER. 2MINS. TO GET TO
WALMART NEIGHBORHOOD &
1 MIN. TO WALGREENS.
$490/MONTH.
6 ROOMS AVAILABLE.
IMMMEDIATELYll
CALL 407-242-3415
OR 407-242-3414

Pff Sales assoc. needed for upscale
dog boutique in Baldwin Park. Sales
exp req. email resume:baldwinbark@bellsouth.net

15 4
!
2 1 8 5

>--+---+--~-t----+-~-t---+-

Large 3/2.5/1 townhouse. 1950 sq. ft.
in Ashford Park, near UCF. W/D
hookups. $1400/mo with 1st month
and $500 sec. dep. Call 321-412-2937
MAJORS!
Fall Marketing Internship Avallablel
Flex hours (10-15/week). Great
experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working!
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
ryanm@KnightNewspapers.com.

8 7
1
3

Monday puzzle:
Easy level

Attention Graphic Artists
& Digital Media Majors

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT>1100/ACT>24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

!

------Jw..·-- - - --·- '--~-+---+----+---!

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

The Central Florida Future Is
hiring a Graphic Artist!
Gain valuable experience in your
field and work for an award
winning publication!
Email resume/portfolio to
trlshal@KnlghtNewspapers.com

..
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Rate A

First issue:
Each add.I issue:

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 "A League of_
Own"
6 Gardener's soil
10 Swindle
14 Remove lather
15 Formerly
16 Jubilee Line,
e.g.
17 Spoken
18 Religion spin-off
19 Russian river
20 D.C. wheelerdealer
21 Main course
23 Mickey and
Minnie
24 Soup veggie
25 Laggard
27 Pip-squeaks
31 Memorable
period
32 Camp worker
34 Ignominy
39 Mother's sister
40 Miser Marner
42 Charles Lamb
43 Staff of life
45 Unimportance
47 NCAA grouping
49 Most weird
50 Organized
multitude
55 Squeeze (out)
56 Wine casks
57 Shuns
59 Unit of electrical
resistance
62 Per person
63 Brooks and
Gibson
64 Past hit
66 Cairo's river
67 Brit's carriage
68 Natural
satellites
69 Pindar products
70 ID info
71 _ Day (April
22)
DOWN
1 Lobster catcher
2 Hawaiian city
3 Organic
compound
4 Bird's alma
mater
5 Buys back

All r1ghlS reserved.

6 Like Bo Peep's
sheep
7 Lulus
8 Speed up
9 Shooting star
10 Tree remnant
11 Bric-a-brac
piece
12 One way to be
taken?
13 Battle royal
22 Backs of necks
24 Vessel of 1492
26 Existed
27 Wound crust
28 Appointed time
29 Old Norse
character
30 Davenport
wrappers
33 Corrida cry
35 Skater Sonja
36 Towl!rd shelter
37 Wide shot
38 Roosevelt
Island's river
41 Proud mount
44 Family member

UCF/Waterford Lakes area.4/2.5
w/washer and dryer. 2300 sq ft.
$450/month. Call 407-914-8284.
1 room for rent in 3/2 house. Easy
access to 408 and UCF, big backyard.looking for laid back person M/F.
$360/mo + util. Call 321-695-5526.

46 Irritating
48 Muscle maladies
50 Secretarial
talent
51 Dennis or Randy
52 Sam, for one
53 Grate collection

54 Pitcher Ryan
58 Distinctive
doctrines
59 Smell
60 Subtle clue
61 Network
65 Mauna

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

lm!J

ROOMMATES

~FOR SALE:
~Homes

Room for rent in Avalon Park

5 minutes to UCF

3000 sq ft home 15 min. from UCF.
$575/mo pvt ba. util incl. Internet,
every cable channel. Call Fred
850-291 -3183
Unfurnished 10X10 Bdrm w/ Closet in
Fully Furnished 3bdrm· 2bth Home. A
Must See and Pies Are Available
Through Email. $575/month includes
Water, Electric, Internet, Cable TV,
Pest Control, & Lawn Care. For More
Info: (407)409-6206

5 212 Condos available on all floors.
Appl incl.W/D. Scrnd porch. Low condo
fees. Incl. water, basic cable, etc.
$145,000 and up. Realty USA Inc.
407-721-8874

Roomate to Share a 2/2.5 Townhouse
1/4 mi. from UCF & Research Park
W/D, Water, Elec. & Cable included,
$550/Month Call 407-31 0-6583

lm;,

Available NOW!! Pegasus Point. 212,
$560/mo. all utilities included. Fully
furnished. Females Only!! Contact
Kelma 787-951-6496
F Only! Furn 1/1 in 3/3 in Alafaya Club.
Priv bed/bath/huge walk-in closet.
Shuttle serv to UCF, $570/inc. util. Call
Bri 321-439-1118
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230,
delivery available. 407-331-1941

FOR SALE:

~General

Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 407-831-1322
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831 -1322

1BED/1BATH IN 2/2@ THE LOFTS
AVAILABLE ASAPlll OCTOBER
RENT FREE!!! $619 Includes
covered parking!! Call The Lofts
office @ (321) - 754 - 2000.

Housekeeper and Cleaner.
Homes, Condo's and Offices.
Flexible schedule, reasonable prices
and references available. Call
407-590-2697 or 407-702-6525.
GETTING MARRIED?
Harp music for your wedding ceremony
$300 for UCF Students
www.orlandoharpist.com 407-239-1330
HOUSE CLEANING
Tired of cleaning? I provide
professional cleaning services to
your apt. or house at $70 for
4hrs. Ref. avail. call Ingrid at 407256-9574. Weekly-bl-or just one day.
MUSIC LESSONS - Guitar, Bass,
Drums, Piano, Sax, Violin And More!
Downtown Orlando,
MarksStreetMusic.com 407-228-1 095

Room for rent off of Dean Rd. and
Colonial
in a 4 bed/3 bath house
$300 a month plus portion of the utilities
Washer/Dryer, Satellite, Internet
already in place
must be responsible, no parties, no
drugs
Call 407-937-9891 or 407-273-3288
Roommate needed 1n 372.5 house 5
mins. away from UCF. Quiet
neighborhood, cable, wireless
internet $500/month includes all
utilities. 352-408-5181

8/28/07

@ 2007 Tribune Media Services, lne.

OPEN HOUSE- 9/30 2pm-5pm
Woodside Village, off Univ. Blvd
8640 Aspen Ave; 4/2 $296,900
Patty Munsey, Realtor 407-325-9356
Fannie Hillman & Associates

WWW. UCFCondos.COM
Visit the New Condos And Homes in
the UCF area For Rent & Sale. Free
24!7 Website With Pies/Info. Century
21. Rick Sletten 321-438-4568

Young man looking for a female travel
companion. Must be between the ages
of 18 and 28. Must be athletic, and
have compatible personality.
There will be an interview.
drtoomas1@yahoo.com
* #1 Spring Break Website! 4 & 7 night
trips to BahamaPartyCruise,
PanamaCity, Acapulco, Cancun and
more. Low prices guaranteed. Group
discoynts for 8+. Book 20 people, get 3
free trips! Campus reps needed.
www.StudentCity.com or 800-293-1445.
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